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Winner of the Man Booker Prize“Nothing since Cormac McCarthy’s The Road has shaken me
like this.” —The Washington PostIn The Narrow Road to the Deep North, Richard Flanagan
displays the gifts that have made him one of the most acclaimed writers of contemporary fiction.
Moving deftly from a Japanese POW camp to present-day Australia, from the experiences of
Dorrigo Evans and his fellow prisoners to that of the Japanese guards, this savagely beautiful
novel tells a story of the many forms of love and death, of war and truth, as one man comes of
age, prospers, only to discover all that he has lost.

One of the Best Books of the Year at • The New York Times • NPR • The Washington Post • The
Minneapolis Star-Tribune • The Economist • The Seattle Times • Financial Times“Some years,
very good books win the Man Booker Prize, but this year a masterpiece has won it.” —A.C.
Grayling, Chair of Judges, Man Booker Prize 2014“Richard Flanagan has written a sort of
Australian War and Peace.” —Alan Cheuse, NPR“A symphony of tenderness and love, a moving
and powerful story that captures the weight and breadth of a life . . . A masterpiece.” —The
Guardian“I suspect that on rereading, this magnificent novel will seem even more intricate, more
carefully and beautifully constructed.” —New York Times Book Review “Captivating . . . This is a
classic work of war fiction from a world-class writer . . . Nothing since Cormac McCarthy’s The
Road has shaken me like this.” —Ron Charles, Washington Post “Elegantly wrought, measured,
and without an ounce of melodrama, Flanagan’s novel is nothing short of a masterpiece.” —
Financial Times “A moving and necessary work of devastating humanity and lasting
significance.” —Seattle Times “A novel of extraordinary power, deftly told and hugely affecting. A
classic in the making.” —The Observer “Nothing could have prepared us for this immense
achievement . . . The Narrow Road to the Deep North is beyond comparison.” —The
Australian “A devastatingly beautiful novel.” —The Sunday Times (London)“The book Richard
Flanagan was born to write.” —The Economist “It is the story of Dorrigo, as one man among
many POWs in the Asian jungle, that is the beating heart of this book: an excruciating, terrifying,
life-altering story that is an indelible fictional testament to the prisoners there.” —Michiko
Kakutani, New York Times “Exhilarating . . . Life affirming.” —Sydney Morning Herald “A supple
meditation on memory, trauma, and empathy that is also a sublime war novel . . . Pellucid, epic,
and sincerely touching.” —Publishers Weekly “Homeric . . . Flanagan’s feel for language,
history’s persistent undercurrent, and subtle detail sets his fiction apart. There isn’t a false note
in this book.” —Irish Times“The Narrow Road to the Deep North is a big, magnificent novel of
passion and horror and tragic irony. Its scope, its themes and its people all seem to grow richer
and deeper in significance with the progress of the story, as it moves to its extraordinary
resolution. It’s by far the best new novel I’ve read in ages.” —Patrick McGrath, author of



Constance“I loved this book. Not just a great novel but an important book in its ability to look at
terrible things and create something beautiful. Everyone should read it.” —Evie Wyld, author of
All the Birds, Singing“The luminous imagination of Richard Flanagan is among the most
precious of Australian literary treasures.” —Newcastle Herald “In an already sparkling career,
this might be his biggest, best, most moving work yet.” —Sunday Age (Melbourne) “An
unforgettable story of men at war . . . Flanagan’s prose is richly innovative and captures perfectly
the Australian demotic of tough blokes, with their love of nicknames and excellent swearing. He
evokes Evans’s affair with Amy, and his subsequent soulless wanderings, with an intensity and
beauty that is as poetic as the classical Japanese literature that peppers this novel.” —The
Times (London)“Extraordinarily beautiful, intelligent, and sharply insightful . . . Flanagan handles
the horrifyingly grim details of the wartime conditions with lapidary precision and is equally good
on the romance of the youthful indiscretion that haunts Evans.” —Booklist “Virtuosic . . .
Flanagan’s book is as harrowing and brutal as it is beautiful and moving . . . This deeply
affecting, elegiac novel will stay with readers long after it’s over.” —Shelf
Awareness “Devastating . . . Flanagan’s father died the day this book was finished. But he would,
no doubt, have been as proud of it as his son was of him.” —The Independent (UK) “Despite the
novel’s epic sprawl it retains the delicate vignettes that characterise Flanagan’s work, those
beautiful brush strokes of poignancy and veracity that remain in the reader’s mind long
afterwards.” —West Australian News “Mesmerising . . . A profound meditation on life and time,
memory and forgetting . . . A magnificent achievement, truly the crown on an already illustrious
career.” —Adelaide AdvertiserAbout the AuthorRichard Flanagan's five previous novels—Death
of a River Guide, The Sound of One Hand Clapping, Gould’s Book of Fish, The Unknown
Terrorist, and Wanting—have received numerous honors and are published in forty-
two countries. He won the Man Booker Prize for The Narrow Road to the Deep North. He lives in
Tasmania.www.richardflanagan.comExcerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.chapter 1Why at the beginning of things is there always light? Dorrigo Evans’ earliest
memories were of sun flooding a church hall in which he sat with his mother and grandmother. A
wooden church hall. Blinding light and him toddling back and forth, in and out of its transcendent
welcome, into the arms of women. Women who loved him. Like entering the sea and returning to
the beach. Over and over.Bless you, his mother says as she holds him and lets him go. Bless
you, boy.That must have been 1915 or 1916. He would have been one or two. Shadows came
later in the form of a forearm rising up, its black outline leaping in the greasy light of a kerosene
lantern. Jackie Maguire was sitting in the Evanses’ small dark kitchen, crying. No one cried then,
except babies. Jackie Maguire was an old man, maybe forty, perhaps older, and he was trying to
brush the tears away from his pockmarked face with the back of his hand. Or was it with his
fingers?Only his crying was fixed in Dorrigo Evans’ memory. It was a sound like something
breaking. Its slowing rhythm reminded him of a rabbit’s hind legs thumping the ground as it is
strangled by a snare, the only sound he had ever heard that was similar. He was nine, had come
inside to have his mother look at a blood blister on his thumb, and had little else to compare it to.



He had seen a grown man cry only once before, a scene of astonishment when his brother Tom
returned from the Great War in France and got off the train. He had swung his kitbag onto the hot
dust of the siding and abruptly burst into tears.Watching his brother, Dorrigo Evans had
wondered what it was that would make a grown man cry. Later, crying became simply affirmation
of feeling, and feeling the only compass in life. Feeling became fashionable and emotion
became a theatre in which people were players who no longer knew who they were off the stage.
Dorrigo Evans would live long enough to see all these changes. And he would remember a time
when people were ashamed of crying. When they feared the weakness it bespoke. The trouble
to which it led. He would live to see people praised for things that were not worthy of praise,
simply because truth was seen to be bad for their feelings.That night Tom came home they burnt
the Kaiser on a bonfire. Tom said nothing of the war, of the Germans, of the gas and the tanks
and the trenches they had heard about. He said nothing at all. One man’s feeling is not always
equal to all life is. Sometimes it’s not equal to anything much at all. He just stared into the
flames.2A happy man has no past, while an unhappy man has nothing else. In his old age
Dorrigo Evans never knew if he had read this or had himself made it up. Made up, mixed up, and
broken down. Relentlessly broken down. Rock to gravel to dust to mud to rock and so the world
goes, as his mother used to say when he demanded reasons or explanation as to how the world
got to be this way or that. The world is, she would say. It just is, boy. He had been trying to wrest
the rock free from an outcrop to build a fort for a game he was playing when another, larger rock
dropped onto his thumb, causing a large and throbbing blood blister beneath the nail.His mother
swung Dorrigo up onto the kitchen table where the lamp light fell strongest and, avoiding Jackie
Maguire’s strange gaze, lifted her son’s thumb into the light. Between his sobs Jackie Maguire
said a few things. His wife had the week previously taken the train with their youngest child to
Launceston, and not returned.Dorrigo’s mother picked up her carving knife. Along the blade’s
edge ran a cream smear of congealed mutton fat. She placed its tip into the coals of the kitchen
range. A small wreath of smoke leapt up and infused the kitchen with the odour of charred
mutton. She pulled the knife out, its glowing red tip glittering with sparkles of brilliant white-hot
dust, a sight Dorrigo found at once magical and terrifying.Hold still, she said, taking hold of his
hand with such a strong grip it shocked him.Jackie Maguire was telling how he had taken the
mail train to Launceston and gone looking for her, but he could find her nowhere. As Dorrigo
Evans watched, the red-hot tip touched his nail and it began to smoke as his mother burnt a hole
through the cuticle. He heard Jackie Maguire say—She’s vanished off the face of the earth, Mrs
Evans.And the smoke gave way to a small gush of dark blood from his thumb, and the pain of his
blood blister and the terror of the red-hot carving knife were gone.Scram, Dorrigo’s mother said,
nudging him off the table. Scram now, boy.Vanished! Jackie Maguire said.All this was in the days
when the world was wide and the island of Tasmania was still the world. And of its many remote
and forgotten outposts, few were more forgotten and remote than Cleveland, the hamlet of forty
or so souls where Dorrigo Evans lived. An old convict coaching village fallen on hard times and
out of memory, it now survived as a railway siding, a handful of crumbling Georgian buildings



and scattered verandah-browed wooden cottages, shelter for those who had endured a century
of exile and loss.Backdropped by woodlands of writhing peppermint gums and silver wattle that
waved and danced in the heat, it was hot and hard in summer, and hard, simply hard, in winter.
Electricity and radio were yet to arrive, and were it not that it was the 1920s, it could have been
the 1880s or the 1850s. Many years later Tom, a man not given to allegory but perhaps
prompted, or so Dorrigo had thought at the time, by his own impending death and the
accompanying terror of the old—that all life is only allegory and the real story is not here—said it
was like the long autumn of a dying world.Their father was a railway fettler, and his family lived in
a Tasmanian Government Railways weatherboard cottage by the side of the line. Of a summer,
when the water ran out, they would bucket water from the tank set up for the steam locomotives.
They slept under skins of possums they snared, and they lived mostly on the rabbits they
trapped and the wallabies they shot and the potatoes they grew and the bread they baked. Their
father, who had survived the depression of the 1890s and watched men die of starvation on the
streets of Hobart, couldn’t believe his luck at having ended up living in such a workers’ paradise.
In his less sanguine moments he would also say, ‘You live like a dog and you die like a
dog.’Dorrigo Evans knew Jackie Maguire from the holidays he sometimes took with Tom. To get
to Tom’s he would catch a ride on the back of Joe Pike’s dray from Cleveland to the Fingal Valley
turnoff. As the old draught horse Joe Pike called Gracie amiably trotted along, Dorrigo would
sway back and forth and imagine himself shaping into one of the boughs of the wildly snaking
peppermint gums that fingered and flew through the great blue sky overhead. He would smell
damp bark and drying leaves and watch the clans of green and red musk lorikeets chortling far
above. He would drink in the birdsong of the wrens and the honeyeaters, the whipcrack call of
the jo-wittys, punctuated by Gracie’s steady clop and the creak and clink of the cart’s leather
traces and wood shafts and iron chains, a universe of sensation that returned in dreams.They
would make their way along the old coach road, past the coaching hotel the railway had put out
of business, now a dilapidated near ruin in which lived several impoverished families, including
the Jackie Maguires. Once every few days a cloud of dust would announce the coming of a
motorcar, and the kids would appear out of the bush and the coach-house and chase the noisy
cloud till their lungs were afire and their legs lead.At the Fingal Valley turnoff Dorrigo Evans
would slide off, wave Joe and Gracie goodbye, and begin the walk to Llewellyn, a town
distinguished chiefly by being even smaller than Cleveland. Once at Llewellyn, he would strike
north-east through the paddocks and, taking his bearings from the great snow-covered massif of
Ben Lomond, head through the bush towards the snow country back of the Ben, where Tom
worked two weeks on, one week off as a possum snarer. Mid-afternoon he would arrive at Tom’s
home, a cave that nestled in a sheltered dogleg below a ridgeline. The cave was slightly smaller
than the size of their skillion kitchen, and at its highest Tom could stand with his head bowed. It
narrowed like an egg at each end, and its opening was sheltered by an overhang which meant
that a fire could burn there all night, warming the cave.Sometimes Tom, now in his early
twenties, would have Jackie Maguire working with him. Tom, who had a good voice, would often



sing a song or two of a night. And after, by firelight, Dorrigo would read aloud from some old
Bulletins and Smith’s Weeklys that formed the library of the two possum snarers, to Jackie
Maguire, who could not read, and to Tom, who said he could. They liked it when Dorrigo read
from Aunty Rose’s advice column, or the bush ballads that they regarded as clever or
sometimes even very clever. After a time, Dorrigo began to memorise other poems for them from
a book at his school called The English Parnassus. Their favourite was Tennyson’s
‘Ulysses’.Pockmarked face smiling in the firelight, gleaming bright as a freshly turned out plum
pudding, Jackie Maguire would say, Oh, them old timers! They can string them words together
tighter than a brass snare strangling a rabbit!And Dorrigo didn’t say to Tom what he had seen a
week before Mrs Jackie Maguire vanished: his brother with his hand reaching up inside her skirt,
as she—a small, intense woman of exotic darkness—leaned up against the chicken shed
behind the coaching house. Tom’s face was turned in on her neck. He knew his brother was
kissing her.For many years, Dorrigo often thought about Mrs Jackie Maguire, whose real name
he never knew, whose real name was like the food he dreamt of every day in the POW camps—
there and not there, pressing up into his skull, a thing that always vanished at the point he
reached out towards it. And after a time he thought about her less often; and after a further time,
he no longer thought about her at all.3Dorrigo was the only one of his family to pass the Ability
Test at the end of his schooling at the age of twelve and so receive a scholarship to attend
Launceston High School. He was old for his year. On his first day, at lunchtime, he ended up at
what was called the top yard, a flat area of dead grass and dust, bark and leaves, with several
large gum trees at one end. He watched the big boys of third and fourth form, some with
sideburns, boys already with men’s muscles, line up in two rough rows, jostling, shoving, moving
like some tribal dance. Then began the magic of kick to kick. One boy would boot the football
from his row across the yard to the other row. And all the boys in that row would run together at
the ball and—if it were coming in high—leap into the air, seeking to catch it. And as violent as the
fight for the mark was, whoever succeeded was suddenly sacrosanct. And to him, the spoil—the
reward of kicking the ball back to the other row, where the process was repeated.So it went, all
lunch hour. Inevitably, the senior boys dominated, taking the most marks, getting the most kicks.
Some younger boys got a few marks and kicks, many one or none.Dorrigo watched all that first
lunchtime. Another first-form boy told him that you had to be at least in second form before you
had a chance in kick to kick—the big boys were too strong and too fast; they would think nothing
of putting an elbow into a head, a fist into a face, a knee in the back to rid themselves of an
opponent. Dorrigo noticed some smaller boys hanging around behind the pack, a few paces
back, ready to scavenge the occasional kick that went too high, lofting over the scrum.On the
second day, he joined their number. And on the third day, he found himself up close to the back
of the pack when, over their shoulders, he saw a wobbly drop punt lofting high towards them. For
a moment it sat in the sun, and he understood that the ball was his to pluck. He could smell the
piss ants in the eucalypts, feel the ropy shadows of their branches fall away as he began running
forward into the pack. Time slowed, he found all the space he needed in the crowding spot into



which the biggest, strongest boys were now rushing. He understood the ball dangling from the
sun was his and all he had to do was rise. His eyes were only for the ball, but he sensed he
would not make it running at the speed he was, and so he leapt, his feet finding the back of one
boy, his knees the shoulders of another and so he climbed into the full dazzle of the sun, above
all the other boys. At the apex of their struggle, his arms stretched out high above him, he felt the
ball arrive in his hands, and he knew he could now begin to fall out of the sun.Cradling the
football with tight hands, he landed on his back so hard it shot most of the breath out of him.
Grabbing barking breaths, he got to his feet and stood there in the light, holding the oval ball,
readying himself to now join a larger world.As he staggered back, the melee cleared a respectful
space around him.Who the fuck are you? asked one big boy.Dorrigo Evans.That was a blinder,
Dorrigo. Your kick.The smell of eucalypt bark, the bold, blue light of the Tasmanian midday, so
sharp he had to squint hard to stop it slicing his eyes, the heat of the sun on his taut skin, the
hard, short shadows of the others, the sense of standing on a threshold, of joyfully entering a
new universe while your old still remained knowable and holdable and not yet lost—all these
things he was aware of, as he was of the hot dust, the sweat of the other boys, the laughter, the
strange pure joy of being with others.Read more
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Sally Howes, “A book of terrible beauty. I cannot find the right word, or even collection of words,
to describe Richard Flanagan's THE NARROW ROAD TO THE DEEP NORTH - it is more than
"moving," more than "gut-wrenching," more than "provocative," more than "beautiful." All I can
really say is that it is a more than worthy winner of the 2014 Man Booker Prize. And if you are
looking for a book that will wring every possible emotion out of you, a book that will not only
make you feel but teach you anew the depths to which a story can induce you to feel, this is that
book. In fact, I don't say this very often, but this is one of those rare and precious books that I
believe everyone in the world should read, especially Australians. As Flanagan says, "A good
book ... leaves you wanting to reread the book. A great book compels you to reread your own
soul."Focusing on a surgeon, officer, and reluctant war hero called Dorrigo Evans in order to
describe the experiences of both Australian POWs and Japanese army servicemen in the
construction of the Thai-Burma "Death Railway" in 1943, it may seem that it goes without saying
that this book is not for the faint-hearted, but that is quite a considerable understatement. So
much cruelty, so much pain, so much soul-destroying sadness. There is a particular surgical
scene that left me shattered. The author must have had nerves of steel to write this book and a
truly driving passion to tell this story. Yet I keep coming back to the thought: As hard as it must
have been to write, and as hard as it is to read, how much harder must it have been to live? This
story is devastating. Devastating. Yet it is also beautiful - terrible and beautiful - thanks to
Flanagan's mastery of his craft. There is a certain "call-a-spade-a-spade" pragmatism and
forthrightness that is part of the Australian psyche, and this is a constant presence in Flanagan's
writing, yet at the same time, the style, language, word usage, and even cadence of his prose is
so pure and exquisite that it rivals that of any nationality and even any era. He is a maestro
whose art would be among the greats of any time or place.THE NARROW ROAD TO THE
DEEP NORTH has a loose structure that is ostensibly based on an elderly Dorrigo reminiscing
about his time in the POW camp and the people he knew there, although the book goes off on a
few other tangents as well. This device of looking back over a life makes the story feel very
fragmented but beautifully so - it is comprised of fragments of great beauty, great pain, and great
ordinariness. Thus, in a chronological sense, the story jumps and skitters from one place to
another, and Dorrigo constantly belabors the point that he is the most unreliable of narrators. All
this is true. This is not a book about the Death Railway, it is a book about people's experiences
and memories of the Death Railway and how they live with it. As Dorrigo says, "A happy man has
no past, while an unhappy man has nothing else."Occasionally we are told about a prisoner's
long future life, but rather than feeling cheated of seeing their story through to the end, I felt the
opposite: that this book was not about what happened to the characters in the end, it was about
a single thing, the one thing that affected them all. Australian or Japanese, male POW or female
lover left behind to fret, they all experienced the Death Railway; and the point is not whether they
survived it or not, the point is that they were all there. In this book, there are melancholy



accounts of what came after, because they show the futility and sheer bloody wastefulness of
what came before. And always in the background is the whispered refrain: "Lest we forget."Its
characterization is one of the book's greatest strengths. Dorrigo hates being viewed as a war
hero and says that: "One man's feeling is not always equal to all life is. Sometimes it's not equal
to anything much at all." And so, there is a sense that Dorrigo's warring emotions of vanity and
self-loathing make him turn outward to study other people in a way that provides poignant and
fundamental insights into their souls. Or perhaps he has just always been enthralled by people
and their uniqueness. Either way, this book is nothing so much as a cavalcade of individual lives
and personalities, and the infinite shades of gray they personify.However, despite his attempts to
focus on others, or perhaps because of them, Dorrigo himself is the most deeply realized
character in the book. He is also an exquisite study in survivor's guilt: "He understood that he
shared certain features, habits and history with the war hero. But he was not him. He'd just had
more success at living than at dying ..." During his time in the camp, as his company's officer as
well as surgeon, Dorrigo both found himself and came to hate himself, as so many perfectionists
do. "Dorrigo Evans understood himself as a weak man who was entitled to nothing, a weak man
whom the thousand were forming into the shape of their expectations of him as a strong man. It
defied sense. They were captives of the Japanese and he was the prisoner of their hope."
Despite the pressure and duty placed on him by his men, he would "... come to love them, and
every day he understands that he is failing in his love, for every day more and more of them die."
Yet, "He refused to stop trying to help them live. He was not a good surgeon, he was not a good
doctor; he was not, he believed in his heart, a good man. But he refused to stop trying."Dorrigo
is forever searching for what makes a person fully human, and he is very much afraid that the
perfect mixture of suffering, brutality, and madness found on the Death Railway represents the
only time in which man realized his full humanity. This story contains one character in particular,
Colonel Kota, who is straight out of the most evil of nightmares. A coolly sadistic, matter-of-fact
psychopath, he is a character I will not easily forget, if I ever do: "Colonel Kota knew he was in
the power of something demented, inhuman, that had left a trail of endings through Asia. And
the more he killed, so casually, so joyfully, the more he realised his own ending would be the one
death beyond his own control. To control the deaths of others - when, where, the craft of
ensuring it was a cleanly sliced ending - that was possible. And in some strange way, such killing
felt like controlling whatever remained of his own life."The sort of character development and
depth that takes most authors an entire book to achieve, if they're lucky, Flanagan pulls off in the
smallest vignettes, sometimes in just a handful of pages. And it says something about the
author's greatness that in this book that is brimming with the vilest hate and prejudice, there is
absolutely no bias in the terrible beauty he wrings out of each character, from Dorrigo Evans to
Colonel Kota, from Amy Mulvaney to Rooster MacNeice, from "the Goanna" to Darky Gardiner. It
is abundantly clear that each in turn has received the author's heart and soul, and most likely
blood, sweat, and tears, too.Probably the greatest mistake a reader of THE NARROW ROAD
TO THE DEEP NORTH can make is to think they know what to expect from it. This very serious-



minded book has occasional pieces of sly, wry, ironic humor that are mildly startling for their
cropping up in the midst of much graver musings. In the middle of his own self-deprecation, for
example, Dorrigo suddenly points out that: "He had avoided what he regarded as some obvious
errors of life, such as politics and golf." The laconic Australian humor of the "diggers" (Australian
soldiers) crackles and sparkles in exquisite one-liners. For some reason, a simple sentence like
this really tickled my funny bone: "It's a good plan, Wat, said Chum Fagan. Only it isn't." And who
would not smile at a description like this: "He had the presence of a precarious telegraph
pole."Something else I never expected to find in the pages of this book was a love affair that was
so organic, conflicted, full of confusion and passion and doubt that it was all too devastatingly
authentic. The word that most often springs to my mind in relation to THE NARROW ROAD TO
THE DEEP NORTH is "real," and Amy Mulvaney and Dorrigo's mad, irresistible, forbidden love
is as real as love ever gets. It is also pleasing to find that there is room given in this all-inclusive
tale to the women who loved the men we meet in the POW camp, and to the ways in which their
hearts broke every bit as painfully and completely as the men's did. And it occurs to me that the
path of this story is littered with hearts that have broken not for themselves but for others. There
is a strong theme in this book that we can bear whatever happens to us, but what breaks us is
seeing it happen to others and being powerless to prevent it.And so, there is, of course, no
escaping the fact that the heart of this story is the horror, suffering, and death that stalked the
POW camp that supplied the slave labor expended so heedlessly on the construction of the
impossible Thai-Burma Railway in the Second World War. These pages are littered with so much
death that each incident is included as just one more sentence in the narrative - after all, if every
death was given the lamentation it deserved, the book would never end. We have only to
encounter and pass over it in a book; the truly sobering thought, of course, is that men just like
the ones in this book lived through the reality of it. "Horror can be contained within a book, given
form and meaning. But in life horror has no more form than it does meaning. Horror just is. And
while it reigns, it is as if there is nothing in the universe that it is not."The story is very effective at
portraying the gradual but inexorable breaking down of the POWs' spirit, moving them from
defiant larrikinism to every individual conserving their own food and their own strength, yet still
looking out for their comrades in suffering. "Starvation stalked the Australians. It hid in each
man's every act and every thought. Against it they could proffer only their Australian wisdom
which was really no more than opinions emptier than their bellies. They tried to hold together
with their Australian dryness and their Australian curses, their Australian memories and their
Australian mateship. But suddenly Australia meant little against lice and hunger and beri-beri,
against thieving and beatings and yet ever more slave labour." In the end, "... they together
staggered through those days that built like a scream that never ended, a wet, green shriek ..."
Yet they still knew that their only hope of salvation was in unity: "... courage, survival, love - all
these things didn't live in one man. They lived in them all or they died and every man with them;
they had come to believe that to abandon one man was to abandon themselves."THE NARROW
ROAD TO THE DEEP NORTH is realistic fiction based very much on actual events, and as I



read of the events of 1946 and later, I was struck forcibly with how closely this work of realistic,
historical fiction resembles the best the literary world has to offer in dystopian and post-
apocalyptic fiction. At no point in this book does the reader have their hand held or their feelings
spared, and the stories of what happened to the survivors of the Death Railway is no exception.
When someone returns home from Hell, there can be no happily ever after.This book surprised
me at every turn, perhaps none more so than in its narration of the war crimes trials of the
Japanese after the war. This material raises some very uncomfortable questions: If the
Japanese culture was so different from Western culture that they were literally incapable of
seeing their actions toward the POWs as wrong, much less criminal, how culpable were they? If
the Japanese army brutalized its own people as a right and proper part of their training, how
could these men see brutality meted out to prisoners as wrong? "The punishment wasn't about
guilt but honour. There was no choice in any of this: one existed for the Emperor and for the
railway - which was, after all, the embodiment of the Emperor's will - or one had no reason to live
or even die." Did the fact that the Japanese saw suicide as the only honorable response to being
captured, and those who did not respond in this way as without honor and therefore sub-human,
mitigate their crimes at all? Major Nakamura gives this perspective with disconcerting frankness:
"What was a prisoner of war anyway? Less than a man, just material to be used to make the
railways, like the teak sleepers and steel rails and dog spikes. If he, a Japanese officer, allowed
himself to be captured, he would be executed on his ultimate return to the home islands
anyway." Is it true that the greatest monsters, like Colonel Kota, were set free because they were
Japanese nobility, while lowly Koreans and Formosans who served in the Japanese army were
scapegoated? "If they and all their actions were simply expressions of the Emperor's will, why
then was the Emperor still free? Why did the Americans support the Emperor but hang them,
who had only ever been the Emperor's tools?" Flanagan worries at the truth of such questions
with the same relentless tenacity he applies to every other aspect of this extraordinarily brave,
bold book.It wasn't until I had almost finished reading THE NARROW ROAD TO THE DEEP
NORTH that I was able to admit to myself that with a few notable exceptions, the parts of the
story that had moved me most and would likely stay with me most clearly afterward were those
told from the Japanese point of view. As an Australian myself, it was an intensely uncomfortable
feeling to realize that the characters and stories I was most drawn to were Japanese. However,
when I say that they moved me and drew me in, for the most part, I do not mean that they elicited
positive feelings in me. Colonel Kota usually provoked intense hatred in me, as did "the
Goanna," and Tenji Nakamura usually left me profoundly uncomfortable and confused. Yet for
my whole life, I've heard of the unspeakable atrocities perpetrated by the Japanese against the
Australians on the Death Railway, and I have never been able to even begin to understand how
the Japanese could justify their actions to themselves. This is the first story I have ever read that
was able to begin to explain this to me, and that may be one of the most special things about this
extraordinary book.Even though it makes me feel unclean to say so, in a small handful of places
in this narrative, I felt the tiniest glimmer of pity for the Japanese characters as victims of an



insane culture of hero worship and everyday brutality that very deliberately stifled such feelings
as empathy and compassion, and molded men into monsters. "Too much was made of killing,
thought Nakamura. Maybe one should feel remorse, guilt, and at first in Manchukuo he had. But
the dead soon ceased to be faces. He struggled to remember any of them. The dead are dead,
he thought, and that's it." Choi Sang-min, whom the Australians called "the Goanna," gives the
perspective of a Korean forced into the lowly position of a guard in the POW camp: "... when he
was a guard, he lived like an animal, he behaved as an animal, he understood as an animal, he
thought as an animal. And he understood that such an animal was the only human thing he had
ever been allowed to be."Major Nakamura perfectly illustrates what the Japanese mindset was,
a mindset so completely incomprehensible to Australians then or now: "Nakamura had shed the
blood of others and would willingly have shed his own. He told himself that, through his service
of this cosmic goodness, he had discovered he was not one man but many, that he could do the
most terrible things he might otherwise have thought were evil if he had not known that they
were in the service of the ultimate goodness. For he loved poetry above all, and the Emperor
was a poem of one word - perhaps, he thought, the greatest poem - a poem that encompassed
the universe and transcended all morality and all suffering. And like all great art, it was beyond
good and evil."The ending of the book is as perfectly real as everything that comes before it. It is
as multi-layered as life, and I am grateful to have found a book and an author that understand
such authenticity, especially at the end, where we find that: "People kept on longing for meaning
and hope, but the annals of the past are a muddy story of chaos only." A few of the layers are
happy or at least peaceful; many are quietly tragic; some are unresolved; many are full of regret.
Because life is like that. And so is death.”

John P. Jones III, ““And wouldn’t that put some cream in their coffee…”. This powerful, sensitive
and evocative novel on the human condition, in extremis, which was recommended by a fellow
Amazon reviewer (not to mention Man Booker), helped me reconnect with Australian literature
after an absence of several decades. I had read a substantial amount of Aussie literature, back
when down under beckoned as a viable alternative. Yet my knowledge was stuck in the days
when “everyone” was reading Patrick White’s 
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. White would go on to rightly win the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1973. I’ve been to Australia
three times, twice on the American government’s “dime.” And so I was amused when Flanagan
had his protagonist, Dorrigo Evans attempting to escape from me (and my kind) since “Sydney
was full of American GIs from Vietnam on R&R” (p. 364). Tut, tut. I really was not that unruly; my
intentions were easily traced, searching for a mindset that, as Flanagan said much earlier in his
novel, wouldn’t object to shocking the patrons of the hotel restaurant, which he said far less
banally, and much more suggestively: “And wouldn’t that put some cream in their coffee.”War.
Richard Flanagan was never in a war, nor was he apparently ever in the military. But his father
was. His father was a prisoner of war who worked on the infamous “death railway” between
Thailand (Siam) and Burma. And that experience is the core of this novel. He listened to his
father well. And what is depicted is war, in extremis. Virtually no American (or Aussie!) had these
experiences in Vietnam. And virtually no Allied troops had these experiences fighting Germany
during the Second World War. It was a “perfect storm” of “honor,” “racism,” and the massive
collision of the tectonic plates of empires. Flanagan brings all of that out so well. Japan, once so
quiet, introspective, simply wanting to be left alone, was dragged onto “the world’s stage” in the
19th century, and assumed it role with a vengeance. The “white man” had no place in Asia.
Japan would assume the role of providing “guidance” to the natives there. The last third of the
novel is “epilogue,” what happened to the survivors of the Death Railroad after the war was over.
Vengeance was dressed up in the robes of judicial proceedings. Nakamura, one of the leaders
of the camps who managed to escape that vengeance/justice notes the irony: “they only
prosecuted us for what we did to them, never what we did to the Chinese.”This is a novel in “high
definition.” There are numerous crisp, searing images that will remain with me for the rest of my
life. The structure of the novel, with the foreshadowing of events, and the interconnectivities that
resulted from a country/continent which had a population that was less than some of today’s
megalopolis, was brilliantly done. The title itself is taken from Matsuo Basho’s work of the same
name, a link between the experiences of these two very different countries. And Flanagan’s
prose is rich, meaningful, and almost perfectly wrought. Dominant is the theme of personal
honor – often a good thing – run amok, to use a word now in English, which was derived from the
language of Java, where Dorrigo Evans was captured. The Japanese were intent on building a
railway because the white man said it could not be done, all for the glory of the emperor, their
own version of the ancient pyramids, an analogy Flanagan makes several times. And there is
also the disastrous consequences derived from the personal honor of the ever so mundane
attempt to retain one’s own bodily functions.I’ll never be able to look at fish “captured” in an
aquarium again, without thinking of this novel. As well as a major betrayal of ethics in the medical
field: “Because he thought my white lab coat would help him.” And an issue that seems to unite
the survivors of all wars: what to tell the families of the ones who didn’t make it, particularly if
they died in futile or foolish circumstances: “What did you say? The right thing. Lies.” Flanagan
uses the eternal truths of great literature, so it is no surprise that the homecoming of Ulysses is



featured as part of a wedding toast. And medical failures haunt: the repeated grasping for a
femoral artery that wasn’t there.It is also a novel about the missed opportunities in love. The
book’s cover hints at that also, about a woman who had the “…audacity in wearing a big red
flower in her hair…” in the bookstore. She became a haunting obsession. So… if you are going
to Sydney… wear a crimson camellia in your hair, though a magnolia blossom might do, along
with the pearls, and don’t “walk on by” on that iconic bridge, but stand hand-in-hand, and savor
the time that is left. 6-stars.”

M. Dowden, “Life is Complicated. This novel by Richard Flanagan won the 2014 Booker Prize,
and with such brilliant prose and a complex tale it is no wonder. Born in Tasmania so Flanagan
has always received much praise for all his books, but surely with this he has even surpassed
himself.The title for this book is literally a translation from the Japanese of Oku no Hosomichi,
and each section of this novel starts with a piece of Japanese poetry, which as you read you will
see is relevant to the following part. The main character here, Dorrigo Evans in his old age has
found public recognition and fame, for his surgical work and his being a Second World War
veteran. But Dorrigo, who has trouble staying loyal to one woman at a time, and who has an
affair with his aunt earlier on in this book looks upon himself as a failure. As he looks back and
we are taken to certain periods in his life so we read of his and the experiences of others,
making this slightly complex in its vision, but with all the parts coming together neatly to form
something which is very thoughtful in its total.The influence for this book is because Flanagan’s
own father was a PoW of the Japanese and was one of the many who were forced to work on
the Burma Railway, or the Death Railway, as so many were to discover. As we read this tale then
we experience the horrors of so many who found themselves slave labour for the Japanese war
machine as it tried to build an empire throughout south east Asia. If this had been just about the
main character, Dorrigo this would have been very good, but by bringing in other characters and
seeing how they react and think so this becomes sublime. For many today as we look back at
what the Japanese did we can only express horror and disgust as what we consider to be pure
evil, but of course to the Japanese this wasn’t so.As we see here, a clash of cultures can bring a
rude awakening to many, because with soldiers who were brought up to believe in Bushido the
actions of the Australians can be seen as beneath contempt and so they were treated like
vermin. To surrender to your enemy was seen as cowardice and disgrace by the other side, but
then because some were officers, they were treated slightly different, because although they
were beneath contempt, they held a certain hierarchical position. For Dorrigo then, due to his
rank he does not have to work with the common soldiers, and because of his medical
experiences runs the hospital at the camp, and also has the unenvious task of saying who is fit
enough to do the gruelling work, and those who are at the most immediate risk from dying if
they do so. With the problems caused by the current virus throughout the world we see the
same where doctors have to determine who is likely to survive ventilators and those who
won’t.With such a task for our main character he can only see himself as a failure because



people died, but of course to others he is seen as a hero due to his humanitarian actions and
trying to save as many soldiers as possible. This book then makes us think about and ask what
is evil and what are just flaws due to character, culture or of being human. This is of course once
more prevalent in this country where we see all the arguing over things like statues and whether
certain ones should be removed, as people are not thinking about things properly. We cannot go
on blaming others for things where the culture and thinking is or was completely different, you
just end up going around in circles. You have to understand if you want to move on, otherwise
you will just keep going around in circles. This is then a book that will make you think and try to
understand people and movements a bit better and is a great choice for a reading group as it
has so much to offer for discussion.”

Graham, “Outstanding. Booker Prize Winner and, unlike some others in recent years, a worthy
one. This novel focuses primarily on the harrowing experience of a group of Australian prisoners
of war who are put to work on building a railway line in Siam during WW2. The detail of their
suffering is almost unbearable at times and is thrown into sharp relief by descriptions of the lives
they'd left behind. It also picks up on the differing ways in which a handful of survivors came to
terms with their experience once the war was over, adjusting (or not) to a society that had little
understanding of what they'd been through. Some of the most insightful writing focused on the
camp guards who, years later, began to doubt ttheir hitherto unquestioning allegiance to the
Emperor and who came to understand that, in their own way, they had been prisoners
themselves of an unforgiving ideology.Flanagan's writing skills are off the scale. His description
of a doomed love affair is almost heartbreaking in its immediacy and emotional intelligence. This
is a haunting novel, immaculately researched and flawlessly delivered. I suspect it will stay with
me for a long time.”

Wordsmith, “A Vortex of a Read. A little perseverance is required here as it takes fifty or so pages
before you fully engage. I almost gave up. What a loss that would have been! Gradually the story
becomes a vortex from which there is no escape. Emotions are stretched, both by the lead
character's somewhat bland personal life and then by the bloodcurdling scenes from the
Japanese POW camp. Richard Flanagan does not spare his reader with vivid and harrowing
scenes in the second half of the book in what is a major example of storytelling and superb
writing .It is everything the positive preceding reviewers claim.”

Vicuña, “Powerful, complex and challenging. This isn't an easy read; any story involving
prisoners of war and the inhumanity of one human being to another is never going to be frivolous
or entertaining. But this is an incredibly powerful tale which examines human endurance in the
most extreme and exceptional circumstances. Dorrigo, a POW is a complex and ultimately
haunted individual, shaped and changed by wartime experience. The camp commander,
Nakamura is flawed, but is he bad? And how does he survive?This is a book I started a couple



of times and found difficult to engage with; but maybe my timing was wrong. I've recently
returned to it and found it a complex, thought provoking and ultimately rewarding read. It's
challenging in part, but Flanagan took me to the depths of a Burmese jungle and the horrors
experienced then threw me out to reflect. I can see why this was a Booker winner.”

Kaffmatt, “Harrowing Account- I urge you to read this. Firstly, this was a Kindle Daily deal and for
the price was a super bargain. From films, I had a vague idea of the second world war- in south
east Asia. I now have a much better comprehension.This was a truly horrific account of man’s
inhumanity to man in the Japanese P.O.W. camps, during the construction of the railway in Siam,
towards the end of the war. The storyline is relentless in it's depiction of the cruelty and misery
the Australian captive soldiers endured at the hands of the Japanese. There’s no joy or
happiness and the damage caused to various individuals, by the atrocities, carries on into their
later lives- for those who lived through the ordeals.The style of writing is unusual but shouldn’t
be criticised as it adds to the impact. This is a very sad story. The author doesn’t skim over the
facts and I was left with a feeling of sorrow.Not an easy book to read but certainly not to be
missed.”

The book by Tim LaHaye has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 6,125 people have provided feedback.
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